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state information required by each aggregation function

for the group. For each tuple, the algorithm probes the

hash table to find the entry for the group to which this

tuple belongs and update the state information. If such

entry does not exist, the algorithm creates a new hash

entry and initiates the state information.

If the relation is so large that the hash table does

not fit in memory, the algorithm hash partitions the

relation on the grouping attributes. Since all tuples in a

given group are in the same partition, the algorithm

can then scan each partition independently and com-

pute aggregation functions as described before.

It is also possible and sometimes preferable to

compute aggregation using an index as long as the

index covers all the attributes required by the aggrega-

tion query. The advantage is to read in a much smaller

index compared to the entire relation. If the grouping

attributes form a prefix of the indexed keys, the algo-

rithm can avoid the sorting step and scan the index

entries sequentially.

Key Applications
Each database query is composed of a few relational

operators. The final query plan may implement each

relation operator in different ways to achieve an opti-

mal performance. All the implementation techniques

are widely used in database systems.
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Synonyms
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Definition
An event is a basic unit of information in streaming

data. An event pattern is a combination of events

correlated over time. Event pattern detection is an

important activity in complex event processing. In

this setting, the matches to the event patterns are

referred to as complex events.

Historical Background
In the early 1990s, a set of pioneering work in event

systems, such as SNOOP [3] and ODE [8], set out to

define query languages for expressing event patterns.

In these proposals, the data model for expressing

events is not fixed. More recently, the approaches pro-

posed by Cayuga [1,5,6] and SASE [14] for event

pattern detection align more closely to relational

query processing, in that each event is modeled by a

relational schema, and some of the operators for

expressing event pattern queries are drawn from rela-

tional algebra. Regardless of the data model for events,

these systems all use some variant of NFA (Nondeter-

ministic Finite state Automaton) as the processing

model.

With the advent of internet-scale message broker-

ing systems, content based publish-subscribe systems
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such as [7] emerged. They are characterized by very

limited query languages, allowing simple selection pre-

dicates applied to individual events in a data stream.

Such systems trade expressiveness for performance –

when well engineered, they exhibit very high scalability

in both the number of queries and the stream rate.

However, their inability to express queries that span

multiple input events makes them unsuitable for event

pattern detection.

Another category of systems closely related to event

pattern detection is stream databases, such as Aurora

[2], STREAM [10], and TelegraphCQ [4]. Contrary to

content based publish-subscribe systems, they focus

on expressiveness. Such systems have very powerful

query languages, typically including a rich functiona-

lity and extending SQL with provisions for sliding

window and grouping features. Though powerful,

stream databases are not designed for detecting event

patterns, and their query languages can be awkward for

expressing event pattern queries. Moreover, there is

little work on scaling up stream database engines

with the number of concurrent queries that are reason-

ably sophisticated.

Foundations

Event Pattern Query Model

An event stream is a potentially infinite sequence of

events. Each event has a timestamp value, and its

payload content is encoded by a relational tuple. Events

are processed in the timestamp order by an event

processing system. They can be filtered, transformed,

and correlated to form event patterns.

The computational model of matching event

patterns over event streams naturally extends that of

matching regular expression patterns over character

streams in the following aspects. First, each stream

event can contain multiple attribute-value pairs con-

forming to a relational schema, where the value domains

are potentially infinite. In comparison, each character

in a character stream provides for the same single attri-

bute a value drawn from a finite alphabet. Second, given

the multiple attributes for each stream event, event

patterns can perform relational unary operations on

the events, including filtering, projection and renaming

of attributes. This provides expressive power especially

to event correlation based on sequencing, where the

attribute values of multiple stream events can be

compared. Finally, event pattern detection involves a

temporal aspect, in that stream events have timestamps,

which event patterns reason about. In comparison,

regular expression processing only involves character

orderings in the streams, which can be viewed as a

weaker notion of time.

Event patterns are usually expressed in an event

algebra. Many such algebras have been proposed.

One representative is the Cayuga algebra [5]. The

Cayuga algebra is specifically designed for large-scale

event pattern detection. In addition to unary operators

for selection predicates and aggregates, the expressive

power of this algebra comes from two binary opera-

tors. The first binary operator, sequence, can correlated

two input events based on a join predicate. This join

predicate involves timestamps, and can optionally in-

volve other attributes in the stream schema. The sec-

ond operator, iteration, is an generalization of the

sequence operator. It is able to produce an event pat-

tern involving arbitrarily many input events by itera-

tively concatenating input events with the pattern

built so far. To allow users to interact with the system

in a user-friendly way, a SQL-style query language,

referred to as Cayuga Event Language (CEL) [6], has

been developed. Figure 1 shows an event pattern

query expressed in CEL. This event pattern query

Event and Pattern Detection over Streams. Figure 1. Event pattern query to find stock price pattern.
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corresponds to a particular trend in stock prices. Intu-

itively, this query searches for the given price pattern

for any company. The pattern starts with a large trade

(Volume > 10,000), followed by a monotonic
decrease in price (FOLD clause), which lasts for at
least 10 min (DUR > 10min). Then the price rebounds
with a sudden increase by 5% (NEXT clause). The
NEXT and FOLD constructs respectively correspond to
the two binary operators in the Cayuga algebra intro-
duced above. NEXT matches the next event in the
stream that satisfies a given condition (same company
name and 5% higher price in the example). FOLD is
the iterated version of NEXT, i.e., it continues matching
the next event that satisfies a certain property until a
stopping condition is satisfied.

SASE [14] uses a query algebra similar to the Cayuga

algebra, where sequence and iteration are the key primi-

tives. SASE also supports negation-style event patterns,

where a pattern is matched by the absence of an input

event, rather than the presence. In addition to online

event stream processing supported by Cayuga and

SASE, work on sequence database systems has focused

on matching event patterns offline over archived data

[11,12,13]. Sequence is again the key primitive for

expressing event patterns in the SEQ query algebra

[13] and the SQL-TS query language [12].

Event Pattern Query Processing

As is mentioned earlier, an event pattern query is

typically implemented by a state machine. Continuing

the above query example, this approach is described

in the context of Cayuga. Each Cayuga automaton is

an extension to the classical non-deterministic finite

automaton [9] in the following aspects. First, each

automaton edge is associated with a predicate, and

for an incoming event, this edge is traversed if and

only if the predicate is satisfied by this event. This

mechanism implements the selection predicates in

the event patterns. Second, when patterns are matched,

to be able to generate witness events with concrete

content instead of boolean answers, each automaton

instance needs to store the attributes and values of

those events that have contributed to the pattern

instance.

Figure 2 shows the automaton for the example

query in Fig. 1. The two middle states correspond

to the FOLD and NEXT operators, respectively. The
predicates yi associated with automaton edges

originate either from FILTER conditions (y1, y6 in

the example) or from join conditions of the FOLD
and NEXT operators. Specifically, y1 implements the

filter predicate vol > 10,000. When an input stock
event e satisfying y1 occurs, a new automaton instance

I is created under stateA, remembering the content of e.

Each automaton instance encodes a particular

event pattern built from the prefix of the event stream

that has been processed so far. When an automaton

instance reaches the final state C, a match to the entire

event pattern specified in the query is found, and will

be output by this automaton.

To continue the explanation of the example Cayuga

automaton in Fig. 2, y2 and y3 respectively implement

the two join predicates associated with FOLD in the
query shown in Fig. 1. These two predicates on the two

self-loop edges associated with state A together build a

monotonically decreasing sequence in the prices of a

particular stock. Specifically, after the occurrence of

event e, when a later stock event e 0 together with I

satisfies y2; i.e., e 0 and I have the same stock name

s (say), y3 is evaluated to check whether this event

pattern built so far can be extended. For this reason,

y2 serves as a criterion which, when satisfied, concate-

nates the next input event from Stock to the event
pattern built up so far, and y3 serves as a criterion

Event and Pattern Detection over Streams. Figure 2. Cayuga automaton example (source: [6]).
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which, when satisfied, continues the extension of the

event pattern being built. The event building process

proceeds similarly to state B and C. The functions Fi
are responsible for transforming event stream schemas

and automaton state schemas.

Event pattern queries expressed in SASE and

SQL-TS are processed in a similar way. In SASE, NFA

is one of the run-time operators. Operator re-ordering

is performed as part of the query optimization to

produce efficient query plans. For example, a selection

predicate above an NFA operator can be pushed inside

the NFA operator to discard irrelevant input events

earlier, thus improving system throughput. In

SQL-TS, to optimize pattern search, the query engine

exploits the inter-dependencies between the elements

of a sequential pattern.

Evaluating one event pattern query efficiently is

relatively easy. However, it is challenging to efficiently

evaluate a large number of concurrent event patterns.

Multi-Query Optimization (MQO) techniques have

been developed to share the computation among con-

current event patterns. For example, in Cayuga, the

event processing engine achieves this goal by exploiting

the relationship of the query algebra to the automata-

based query execution, and the commonality among

queries. Specifically, each query is first translated into

a set of automata. These automata are then ‘‘merged’’

with existing ones in the engine. During the merging

process, two optimization techniques are used. First,

two automata with the same prefix of states can

merge these states, thus sharing computation and stor-

age. This is similar to the technique of finding com-

mon subexpressions in relational query processing.

Second, some of the filtering predicates on the auto-

maton edges can be managed efficiently by indexes in

a way similar to the techniques for processing multiple

selection operators [7]. These two techniques enable a

throughput of thousands of events per second, even for

tens of thousands of active event pattern queries.

Key Applications
Event pattern detection targets a large class of both

well-established and emerging applications, including

supply chain management for RFID (Radio Frequency

Identification) tagged products, real-time stock trad-

ing, monitoring of large computing systems to detect

malfunctioning or attacks, and monitoring of sensor

networks, e.g., for surveillance. These event monitoring

applications need to process massive streams of events

in (near) real-time. There is great interest in these

applications as indicated by the establishment of sites

like http://www.complexevents.com, which bring to-

gether major industrial players like BEA, IBM, Oracle,

and TIBCO.

Future Directions
One important future direction is to integrate

event processing systems with stream databases. In

the past they have evolved along different paths, and

are designed for different query workloads, as is de-

scribed in the Historical Background section. It would

be beneficial to integrate these two categories of stream

processing systems, for two reasons. First, there is

much overlap in their functionality. For example,

both categories support stateless operations such as

filtering and projection, and some forms of stream

join. Second, there are a class of stream applications

that demand functionality from both categories. There

are two major challenges in the integration. At the

logical level, a unified query algebra is needed for

expressing queries in both categories. At the physical

level, it is desirable to evaluate both categories of

queries in the same engine. This is a challenging task

since current stream database engines, like relational

database engines, are usually based on operator trees,

while event engines are based on variants of NFAs.
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Definition
The definition of an event processing network includes

a relation to express un-modeled event processing

logic between events.

The fact that events of type eT1 cause events of type

eT2 is denoted by the relation causes(eT1,eT2).

In an EPN where E is the set of edges representing

event streams, EC is the set of Event Channels, C is the

set of Event Consumers and P is the set of Event

Producers, the relation is evaluated to be true if events

of type eT1 flow in an event stream e1(u,v): e12E,
u2EC, v2C and events of type eT2 flow in an event

stream e2(m,l): e22E, m2P, l2EC and there is some un-

modeled event processing logic between events of type

eT1 consumed by v2e1 and events of type eT2 pro-

duced by m2e2.

Key Points
The event processing intent defined by an event proces-

sing network may not cover the entire flow of events

through systems as there may be cases where an event is

handled by an event consumer, such as a software appli-

cation, and as a result the application publishes, as an

event producer, a new event to an event processing

network. In essence, there is some un-modeled proces-

sing logic performed by the application that results in a

new event that may be processed further on. The speci-

fics of this logic are not important for the realization of

an event processing network as this logic is implemented

and executed by a consumer such as an application,

however, having the relation causes(eT1,eT2) as part of

the model enables to describe the complete event-driven

interactions in systems and is used in performing model

analysis such as termination analysis [1–3].

In the model, event causality is represented as a

red, dashed, and directed edge from the event stream

being consumed to the event stream being produced

(Fig. 1).

The definition of event causality in an event proces-

sing network is meant to be theory neutral and

Event Causality. Figure 1. Event causality.
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